A CERTAIN MAGICAL "INDEX"?
とある魔術のアンデックちゅ

はいすらきのたか

〜アスキー・メディアワークスさまノ刊 電撃文庫「とある魔術の禁書目録（錦池和馬さま著）」より〜
ON THE FIRST DAY OF SUMMER BREAK...

WHEN I WENT OUT ON THE BALCONY TO HANG UP MY FUTON...

...WHAT?!

A PURE WHITE NUN WAS HANGING THERE...

I'm hungry, I'm hungry

I'm hungry, I'm hungry, I'm hungry, I'm hungry

Chapter 1
No Dessert

This strange nun beast that speaks Japanese...

...said that strange thing.

She Has Difficulty
With Her 8s

Well, letting her in was fine...

But what is she?

Is this some type of metamorphosis power?

It might be bad to use my right hand before I know what she is.

Magicians you say...

Hey!

So who exactly are you?

Where do you think you're going?

Don't tell me there really are magicans?

"Kchu"?

My name is Index!

Yeah...

I do.

It's Index!

Kyu... "Kchu" not "Kchu"!
Countless Previous Offenses

Time to start the supplementary lesson.

Okay!

Sensei, will do her best to.

It seems things are even noisier around Kamiou-Chan than usual.

Wait, you've brought some strange thing in again? No, Sensei! There's a perfectly good explanation for.

Extra lessons now...

Power of Ignoring

Level 4

It would be safest to bring her with me.

Hm, I have extra lessons now...

Let's get on with the lesson. Well, this always happens. So there's no problem.

The fridge and all...
Oh, and Aogami-chan was fortunately unharmed.

But you can't do such naughty things even if it's for that small thing, Kamijo-chan.

What Aogami-chan was doing may have been a problem and no major issue may have occurred...

I'm sorry.

Hey, by the way, can you take her in at your place?

Hm, even if it's only in these impromptu lessons.

Toumaj

It's not a definite no...

A woman who does not clean up... but my apartment building is toeing the line of the safety codes...

and my room is scattered with cigarette butts, beer cans, and losing horse race tickets.

On the verge of collapse

You could tell?

Oh, dear.

You know?

My apartment building.

C'mon, KOMOE-SENSEI leave the jokes to just your appearance.

It was all true, though!!

HA-HA-HA-HA

Whaaaaaat?
She's More of a Beast

For Details on the Two, Check the Light Novel, the Manga, or the Anime (Advertisement)

IN THE END, THE SUPPLEMENTARY LESSON WAS ABANDONED JUST TO LECTURE ME MORE. DAMMIT.

IF I WASN'T IN A DORM, I'D TAKE HER HOME IN A HEARTBEAT.

IT'S THAT BIRI BIRI MIDDLE SCHOOLER AGAIN.

WHAT MY PLACE AM I DOESN'T GONNA ALLOW DO? PETS.

SAME HERE.

SAME.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT THIS THING? YOU WANT TO ASK ME...

WHOops...

IF I WASN'T IN A DORM, I'D TAKE HER HOME IN A HEARTBEAT.

ELP!!!

SAME HERE.

Eh!? Ehhh !??

Eh!? Ehhh !??

GAAAHH!

I ALREADY THINK OF IT. COME TO THINK OF IT.

HER CHARACTER JUST COMPLETELY CHANGED!!

WH-WHAT IS THAT LITTLE THING!?

Can I take a picture?

Her character just completely changed!!

Mikoto Vision
Appearance Counts
for 90%

What got her so mad?

Bye. See you.

I feel like I really lost there...

Sign.

Here, let’s exchange addresses, so bring out your phone.

Now, I have one of your weaknesses.

Thank you very much, young lady!!!

This is the first time I’ve exchanged...

Adresses...

With a guy.

With this, I can contact her at any time.

Huh?

Hang on a second.

Wait, why am I blushing.

I’m only doing this for her sake.

I’m not...

Make no mistake.

They were boshouns, so he kicked their asses.

Now, time for a refill of this drink.

I’ll kill you!!!

To be continued
Indekchu
Simple Character Introduction 1

Indekchu
Her proper name is Index Literature Prohibitor.
Due to certain circumstances, she is a nun in the form of a small animal.
She is a child with above average intelligence and a growing stomach.
She will bite anything if her emotions are worked up.

Kamijou Touma
He is a high school student who is eternally falling behind and today's primary victim.
His right hand holds the strange power to negate any supernatural powers when he touches them.
Due to living alone for a long time, he is good at making cheap meals.
That is why Indekchu grew so attached to him.

Misaka Mikoto
She attends an elite girl's middle school and uses electric attacks, making her a "thunderer."
She is Academy City's #3 Level 5 and an excellent student.
Despite her tomboyish personality, she has great skill when it comes to household tasks.
"She gets lost in anything cute and is overflowing with nice aspects!"
THE SECOND DAY OF SUMMER BREAK

I HAVE SUPPLEMENTARY LESSONS AGAIN TODAY.

WHAT? AN EMAIL THIS EARLY IN THE MORNING?

SHE CAN'T STAND SUPER SPICY THINGS

Misaka Mikoto
Tonight, at your place

I would like to fix dinner for you. (I never asked her name) 😊

Umm... Oh Bir! Bir!

... she is fast.

THIS IS SO CLICHE. WOW. IT CEASES TO BE MOE ANYMORE, MISAKA-SENSEI.

I just want to make dinner for you. If I happen to be enough for you too, I feel no obligation to fix something for you. If I am not enough for you too, coincidentally, so.

Chapter 2
Innocentiuchu

TO DEFEND INDEX'S HONOR, I MUST GET A BIT ROUGH.

Yourself...

Innocentiuchu

SHOW YOURSELF!

Sword and Shield

I GUESS I SHOULD LEAVE HER IN THE STAFF ROOM TODAY.

Heh.

SO YOU'RE THE GUY WHO HAS INDEX.

Sorry about the trouble.

It's that shrub girl and streetlight guy from yesterday.

Who-?

C'mon, go back to your owners.

Are you her owners?

Eh?

Do they want her back or not?

Style! We owe him our gratitude!

DON'T TREAT HER LIKE A PET!!

Crease On Sale

If I had properly prepared my runes...

Stiff. Pull yourself together!! Ha ha ha.
Revenge for Yesterday and Just Now

Eat up!

Okay, everything’s ready.

Delicious, I think it’s good!

It? Then I’ll make it any time you want.

Yay! I love you, Mikoto!

I love you too!

Dance, Maiden

I have more supplementary lessons tomorrow...

On the time way back from school...

She’s already here?

She’s already here?

That was fast.

She’s already here?

She’s already here?

Hee hee.

Hee hee.

Hee hee.

She’s already here?

She’s already here?

She’s already here?

She’s already here?

I’m not sure.

She’s already here?

She’s already here?

What is she doing with that shopping bag?

And what is she doing with that shopping bag?

It is about the same size.

It is about the same size.

It is about the same size.

It is about the same size.

What is the meaning of this difference in treatment?

Misaka-san?

No, not really.

No, not really.

Ah?

Do you need something?

Ah!

Ah!

Ah!

Ah!

Ah!

Ah!

From a distance, she actually does have some cute aspects to-
The Scouter's Reading Keeps Going Up

Oh, but I don't care about that IDIOT

It comes read another time, Mikasa.

A Surprise Attack and a Realization

It would've been easier to just make enough for three.

What was she thinking?

If you know some tricks, I'd like to hear them.

I CAN'T BELIEVE KAMUI-YAN OBTAINED ENOUGH OF A POPULARITY POWER LEVEL TO INVITE A GIRL TO HIS ROOM!!

IF YOU KNOW SOME TRICKS, I'LL LIKE TO HEAR THEM.

I'M NOT EVEN SURE I COULD PULL THAT OFF WITH MY OWN POWER...!

UH... IT WOULD PROBABLY BE EASIER TO TEACH YOU WHILE YOU WATCH ME COOK...

I REALLY DIDN'T EXPECT THAT RESPONSE!!

WHAT KIND OF PARAPHERNALIA DO YOU USE?

You're speaking your thoughts out loud, you giant idiot.

Guess I can turn on the TV.

Not listening (No one will hear it)

I think I'm taking the wrong approach for him.
Hobby Friends

I've heard the term before.

Have you ever heard of...

A perfect memory?

Are you saying Index has one?

Her current form is a restraint... But on her due to that power.

Due to that rare power, she has been put in that lovely form... And 103,000 grimoires...

Are contained in that lovely form.

Shimamoto Voice

Good morning, Kamijou-kun.

You really are an idiot.

I feel like I've seen this reaction before.

She truly is lovely...

I am Kanzaki Kaori, the new manager of this dorm.
Poltergeist

She wakes up.

Class Change

What do you want with her and me?

Stiyi and I...

Wish for her happiness.

But there is no end to the enemy magicians that wish for her knowledge.

Our orders from Necessarius are simply to guard her.

Currently, he is...

Oh, that's quite a story.

By the way, where is that Stiyi guy?

Oh... I'm dressed like this.

Let's see, Is one of coffee comes out to that is one big guy.

Undercover.

To be Continued
Simple Character Introduction 2

Styl Magnus
He is the first of two magicians that came all the way to Japan from England to pursue indekchu. He specializes in fire magic and has a huge soft spot for indekchu. Also, he is younger than he looks.

Kanzaki Kaori
She is the second of two magicians that came all the way to Japan from England to pursue indekchu. She has superhuman physical abilities and is super scary when mad. Also, she is younger than she looks.

Tsukuyomi Komoe
She is Kamijou's homeroom teacher. She looks like an elementary school girl, but she is a fully-fledged adult woman. Do not be fooled by her fancy appearance. By the way, her apartment is next door to styl's.
A Dangerous Neighbor

COMING FROM ENGLAND TO PURSUE INDEX WAS FINE...

WE GAIN NOTHING BY ENTRUSTING HER TO A TERRIBLE STUDENT WHO LIVES IN ACADEMY CITY.

The sun sure is high in the sky.

BUT WHAT IS KANZAKI THINKING?

And that job is a pain...

HONESTLY, I JUST WANT TO SETTLE THIS AND GET BACK TO ENGLAND.

Ahhh!!

WHAT?

Minors shouldn't be smoking!!

What are you?
Fetish

INDEX IS IN THE STAFF ROOM RIGHT NOW.

KAMI-YAN, WHERE'D THAT SMALL THING GO?

BY THE WAY, WHAT EXACTLY IS SHE?

BUT I STILL DON'T KNOW WHAT HER ACTUAL IDENTITY IS.

HOW ABOUT YOU PUT A COLLAR FOR A FETISH MOE.

OK, DO YOU WANT TO TAKE ANOTHER ONE FROM THE WINDOW?

YOU'VE GOTT A HAT THAT FOR A FETISH MOE.

YOUR MISSING FRIEND, MAGICIAN-CHAN?

MORE OR LESS

YOU'RE TELLING ME YOU CAME TO ACADEMY CITY LOOKING FOR...

PAPO!

BUT THE GIRL IS STUBBORN. DESCRIBE AND REFUSE THE GIRL FOR ME?

I GUESS SHE'S SMALL AND CUTE...

I'M SORRY, SHE'S...

ANTI-SKILL, THERE'S A PERVERT OVER THERE.

Ehh!?
The Band of Hamelin

Even More Revenge for Yesterday

I GUESS I NEED TO SPEAK WITH KANZAKI...

WAIT... HUH?

THAT'S MISAKA... ISN'T IT?

It's a Tokimodai girl, y'know...

She spotted me!

If she sees me, this could be bad... oh, shit!

Ahh! Indekchu, leave him alone and come with once-san!

You must be pretty smooth, Ken-kun. A rich girl like me...

You're a pervert!

Eh? I'm not...

DID I DO SOMETHING -SAN OFFEND YOU?

C'mon, the two of us can go to a family restaurant ALONE.
Imagine Breaker

The Mood is Important

X The 8 second explanation of Indekuchu's situation.

AND SHE WILL RETURN TO HER ORIGINAL FORM WITHOUT THEM.

INDEX'S FORM IS A PRODUCT OF SUPER-NATURAL POWERS...

SO TO SUM UP...

IN THAT CASE, MY RIGHT HAND MIGHT BE ABLE TO NEGATE IT.

But I do not want to carelessly reveal the circumstances of the magic side to the science side.

I HAVE NOT FORGOTTEN.

What? It's pitch black in here.

I'LL BRING UP THE LIGHTS FOR YOU.

Read the atmosphere, you bastard.

 Eh? 

Those hopeful expressions hurt...

NOT WANTING TO DISTURB INDEX AND THAT STUDENT'S EVERYDAY LIFE...

IS YOUR STANCE, KANZAKI?

YES.

HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN WHAT WORLD WE LIVE IN?

 THAT IS NOT ENOUGH.
There is No Fanservice Scene

A GIRL!!??

Why were her first words 'the rice cracker'...?
Infinite Loop

But It Has a Delayed Input

WHAT IS GOING ON, KAMIJOU TOUMA?

THE SEAL WAS RELEASED FOR JUST AN INSTANT.

BUT MAYBE THE POWER IS BEING CONSTANTLY SENT TO HER EXTERNALLY.

I CAN'T BE SURE.

I CAN'T BE SURE.

EXTERNALLY, YOU SAY ?????

AH.

Ah, the Walking Church, cool!!

That's even cooler!!

UGA AHH ME!!

The End
Afterword

This all started when, one day, it popped into my head that Index was something like a giant rodent. In the end, it became an entire doujinshi.

I of course thought many times about whether it was okay for the illustrator of the actual light novels to make something like this, so I tried to come up with a concept that outdid the heartwarming scene of Index as a small animal. However, I couldn’t come up with anything else. I decided Index was probably the best I was capable of, so I settled for it and took various measures to make this a reality.

And this ends Indexchu. I have not given a single thought to a continuation. But if by some mistake, a continuation does happen, see you then.

Respectfully yours,

Haimura Kiyotaka
2008年12月29日 初版発行
2009年6月7日 第3版発行

"That's true..."

Like this, I can stay in my original form.
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